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INTRODUCTION
The semi-arid
United States
species

valleys

support

great

are principally

winterfat
phyllus

s.

(Eurotia

lanata

(A. Gray) Greene),

and Nuttall

saltbush

life

history

history

plant

region are shadscale

small rabbitbrush

greasewood (Sarcobatus

spinescens

can contribute

and adaptation.

spinescens

o.c.

conferEaton),

(Chrysothamnus stenovermiculatus

(Hook.) Moq.)

the salient
O.C. Eaton).

features

An ecological

much to an understanding

the general

biological

of the

of its

life

local

problems such as environ-

Also, an understanding

of a particular

species

to sound range management practices.

Budsage grows principally

on the valley

Great Basin between 2,000 and 7,000 feet
phical

(Atriplex

.2._ardmeri (Moq.) Dietr.).

study is to ascertain

and aid in solving

mental response
is basic

Pursh),

The dominant

and Compositae families.

budsage (Artemisia

of budsage (Artemisia

of this

distribution

in this

Wats.),

(Atriplex

The purpose of this

of the western

expases of shrubby vegetation.

present

& rrem.)

(Torr.

region

members of the Chenopodiaceae

The most common species
tifolia

of the intermountain

range of budsage is shown in rigure

1

bottoms and benches of the

elevation.
1 (Billing,

The approximate
1949).

geogra-

2

WESTERN
ELEVEN
OF
THE
UNITED

rigure 1. Geographical
from Billings
1949).

STATES
STATES

range of budsage.

(Adapted

3

Taxonomy
According to Hall and Clements (1923) budaage is in the section
Oracunculus of Arte~isia.
and disk flowers present,

The species

in this

section

have both marginal

but the disk flowers are sterile;

the receptacle

is glabrous.
Budaage was first

described

as Picrothamnus dasertorum by Nuttall

(1841) and was not placed in the genus Artemisia until
done by

o.c.

Eaton.

Rydberg (1922) treated

genus Picrothamnua
and achenes.

Oracunculus was derived from the more primitive

Abrotanum by reduction

of the pistil

the sta~ans in the marginal flowers.
apinascent

of the flowers and the tendency towards

of the disk flowers.

The section

characters.

and densely pubescent flowers

However, Hall and Clements showed that this plant belongs in

a fusion of the

its

Thia was

budsage as belonging to the

of the spiny habit

Art8fllisia because of the reduction

by

1871.

in the disk flowers and reduction
Budsage is well sat off as~

habit and low variability

in the involucre

do not occur or are at least

of

species

and floral

Its harsh environment also has helped to stabilize

so that variants

section

this

species

unknown.

The commonnames of this species are budaaga, b~d sagebrush (Range
Plant Handbook, 1937), spring sagebrush (Abrams and ferris,
button brush (Train,

at al.,

1957).

1960), and

4

Description or Budsage
Growth Habit and Leaves
Budsage ia a low microphyllous
20 inches high.

It is intricately

It has a whita-taniantose

spinescent

plant which grows 4 to

and profusely

branched from its

base.

pubescence on the y(!)llngtwigs and leaves,

becomes grayish and stiff

on the older branches.

which

This shrub is pungently

aromatic.
The leaves ara palmately parted
has three lobes.

3 to 5 times and each division

The leaves are crowded on very short stems - those toward

the end of the stem being smaller in size and more entire.
2

011.

or lass in length including

green in color,

the petiole.

they appear to ba gray-green

Unlike most of the species
leaves Aormally fall

They are mostly

Although the leaves are dark
because of the large amount of

The leaves are rather

matlike wooly pubescence.

dark for a desert

plant.

of the genus, budaaga is deciduous.

The

off the plant by midsummer. The absc!iesion layer forms

above the expanded portion
open bud in its

usually

axil.

of the petiole

This petiole

which forms a sheath around the

base remains on the plant until

the buds

burst and elongate.
Budsaga is easily
spring it has gray.green
green in early spring.
by its

recognized
foliage

in all

and is one of the first

respectively.

rigures

In the

shrubs to become

During the sunrner and winter it is easily

spiny habit and absence of leaves.

habit of tha species

seasons of tha year.

recognized

2 and 3 illustrate

the

during summer and winter seasons and during the spring,

Figure 2. Habit of budsage during the summer
and winter seasons. Plant is about 15 inches in dia
meter.

Figure 3. Habit of budsage during the spring.
Rule is 20 inches long.

6

Stems
Two kinds of twigs are produced each year.
bud elongates

terminal
the axils

producing a vegetative

of the previous year•s

In general,

erally

the vegetative

long.

This varies,

season•s

branchlets.

twig buds elon-

bud has been removed or destroyed.
to one and one-fourth

Geninches

however, with each season and the grazing treatment

vegetative

the buds elongate,

first

One to three flower heads ere borne

the flower stalks
seasons.

is referred

Stems of the older plants

These are the spines that

removed from lest

4).

growth
to

to by sheepmen as •slipping"•
often become distinctly

lobed with only

In an advanced stage of growth

end fort1 a decumbent or nearly prostrate

stem segments (Slie rigure

season's

time that budsege becomes paletable

of the cambium remaining active.

the lobes separate

became the woody, dry

shows signs of breaking dormancy, but before

It is at this

This condition

the leaves and flower

habit.

the bark can be easily

action.

equal in length to the

At Maturity and after

for several

spinescent

When the plant

by a pulling

growth.

from the plant,

spines which May persist
give budsage its

are generally

brenchlets

of the leaves.

heads have fallen

sections

buds in

receive.

in the axils

sheep.

season's

also and produce new vegetative

twigs ere three-fourths

The reproductive
current

The lateral

however, only e few proximal vegetative

gate each year unless the terminal

the plants

twig.

leaves produce the reproductive

Latent buds on older growth often elongate
growth.

The previous

collection

of

This marked lobing habit in the older stems

is caused by unequal growth in different

portions

of the same segment of

'
7

cambium or annual ring.
several

discontinuous

continuous

Because of this
areas of living

ring of living

redius is usually

there usually

5 illustrates

of a typical

mature stem of budsage.

forming a recurved lobe.

5 one lobe has been completely separated

from the main stem.

tion was probably caused forcibly

by unequal lateral

of the cambium within the lobes.

If this

cause the whole plant to separate

into two or ~ore individuals

anly by fibers

this

and the

The radius may be so curved that s0111etimes

it may bacmie an almost complete circle

together

than a

in outline

of growth of a given lobe is seld01n straight

curvilinear.

are

cambium within a stem rather

cambium. tigure

lobing habit which is characteristic
The direction

lobing habit

In rigure

This separa-

grawth of portions

occurs in vigorous plants,

it may

held loosely

of the bark.

Tha central portion
This is caused by insect

of older plants

ia typically

eroded and lost•

damage and by the fact that the lobing habit exposes

tha center to weathering.
According to Moss (1940), interxylary
last

year•s wood.

This layer is produced between the new annual wood ring

and that of the previous year.
cylinder,

cork is formed each year over

segregating

This forms a closed sleeve over the woody

it completely from the newer stem growth.

develops during early summer. The interxylary

This cork

cork extends a short distance

into the pith at the base of each new twig where it appears in dome-like
form.

This internal

cork also occurs in the base of each spine.

down the main stem and into the root system as well.
restricts

It extends

This anatomical

feature

the upward movement of water to a very narrow zone of wood, viz.

the new wood of the current ·year•s growth.

8

figure 4. Budsage Plant Which Has Separated
into Three Branches.

figure 5. Outline Drawing of the lobing Habit
of a mature Budsage Stem. (Enlarged about 4 times.
Plant is 12 years old. Cross section was cut at
ground level).

/
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In the genus Artemisia there is a striking
occurrence

cork and adaptation

of interxylary

Budsage has regular

and extensive

correlation

between the

to xeric habitats

development of interxylary

(Moss, 1940).

cork.

This is

one of the reasons it is so well adapted to xeric conditions.
Roots
Budsage has a short thick vertical
horizontal

branches arising

fran it.

The later

top 6 to 20 inches of soil of the gravelly
Utah.

of southwestern
as

6

free of gravel.

is well distributed

an eccentricity
Likewise,

which has many small
roots grow primarily

sandy loam soils

in the soil.

Its extensive

or as deep

root system, although

The individual

of growth which is not as striking

in the

characteristic

Roots may be found just under the surface

feet in sandy soils

shallow,

taproot

roots also have

as that of the stems.

the roots have an abundance of interxylary

cork (~oss, 1940).

r1owers and Seed

The flower heads are 3 to 5 mm. long.
a short stalk

or are subsessile.

Generally there are 1 to 3 heads per axil

and they are borne in glomerate racemes.

abortive,

lack stamens and therefore

and especially
involucre

are pistillate.

but their

male flowers.

ovaries

The head is loosely

However, the receptacle

are

The marginal flowers

by cobwebby, long hairs which copiously
the achenes.

when in

5 to 12 flowers of which about

These flowers are perfect,

and hence they are essentially

is held together

The flowers are upright

Each head contains

flower but nod afterwards.
half are disk flowers.

These small flower heads have

and

cover the corolla

is glabrous.

is 3 mm. long and is composed of 5 - B phyllaries

constructed

The globose

which are obovate

10
and tomentose.
The achenes of the marginal
The disk flowers
heads fall

are abortive

from the plant

The seeds germinate

are ellipsoid

and produce no fertile

entire

while still

flowers

and 1 mm. long.
achenes.

and do not break apart
within

the head.

The flower

and release

the seed.

/
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Importance

and Value of Budsage

Budsage is one of the most palatable
range during the late
The beginning
period

winter

of the grazing

of slipping

oils

as grasses
budsage,

possibly

its

palatability

become green.

et al.

Cattle

After the

and horses

such

seldom utilize

oil content.
utilize

this

species

Bighorn sheep eat it in the

1964).
generally

However, rabbits

(1958) reported

with the

1954) and because other plants

aromatic

and small rodents

and twigs.

1931).

drops because the content

while it is green and succulent.

Jack rabbits

1954; Dayton,

coincides

game such as mule deer and pronghorn antelop

summer when it is dry (Gullion,

Harper,

(Hutchings,

on budsage closely

(Cook, et al,,

because of its

during the spring

branches

spring

on sheep winter

occurs in February and March.

somewhat,

increases

and winterfat

Wild

period

which generally

new twigs have elongated
of volatile

and early

forage species

that

eat only the leaves

m~y occasionally
chukar partridge

and smaller

prune back a whole plant.
eat the flower heads and

leaves.
Hall and Clements (1923) reported
have been poisoned by eating
pollen

there is some evidence

the green foilage.

calves

They also noted that

the

of budsage is a cause of hay fever.
When budsage is compared to alfalfa

plant.
(Millar,
nutrients
valuable
most.

that

It has an especially
1958).

The protein

high calcium,
content

animals,

ranks as a very good forage

magnesium, and phosphorus

is also high.

is high at the time it is grazed,
to grazing

hay, it

The content

which makes this

content

of these

plant

even more

because they graze it when they need the nutrients

THESTUDY
AREA
Location of Study Sites
Thia study was conducted in western ~illard
White Pine Co~nty, Nevada.

The study sites

County, Utah and adjacent

are located

Antelope Valley, Snake Valley and Hamlin Valley.

in Pine Valley,

Most of the sites

in

Pine Valley are on the Desert Experimental Range which is maintained by the
Intermountain

rarest

and Range Experiment Station

of the rarest

Those in the other valleys

Department of Agriculture.

Service,

U.S.

are on land managed

by the Bureau of Land lllanagement of the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The sites
ties

of study were selected

in which budsage occurs.

and treatments
located

They also represent

of the winter range in this area.

in six experimental
These large pastures

grazed.

as representative

sheep pastures

of the different

different

grazing histories

Some of the sites

were

on the Desert Experimental Range.

each have two 1-acre enclosures

which are not

In each of these there are 40 permanent 200-square foot plots where

plant cover, by species has been estimated

by the square-foot

(Stewart and Hutchings,

plants

1936).

Individual

species were counted when the grazing treatments
enclosure
plots

communi-

on a similar

site,

density method

of the major perennial

began in 1935.

Near each

there is a grazed acre also with 40 permanent

from which comparable data have been taken at the same time the enclosures

have bean observed.

Each enclosure

square-foot

quadrats

charting

and each grez-d acre also have two 100.

from which all the perennial
12

apecias have bean

13
mapped and counted.
Table 1 lists
elemation,

slope,

experimental

each study site with its

exposure, and its

pastures

grazing history,

dominant vegetation.

grazed at the same intensities

in late winter,

Table 2).

This table also reports

viz. light,

and the other three are

at the time of slipping

In the text each study site will be referred

budsage.

Three of the

are grazed at three grazing intensities,

moderate, and heavy in the middle of the winter,

location,

of

to by a number (See

the kind of data obtained from each study

site.
In addition,

some information

has been obtained from a few other sites

in Utah and .Nevada and these places will be mentioned when discussed

in the

text.
Climate
The study area has two sources of seasonal precipitation.
winter,

cyclonic

storms bring moisture from the Pacific

sumier, convectional

Ocean and in the

storms come from the Gulf of mexico.

in narrow paths directed

by prevailing

but increase

short drought periods any time during a given year.
to the desert,

for great fluctuations

characteristic.

During the thirty

These storms move

winds of that season.

sources decrease the chance of yearlong drought,

In the

These two
the chance of

Drought is not uncommon

in annual and monthly precipitation
year period for which climatological

are
data

have been recorded at the Desert Experimental Range, the area has, at least
once, received no measurable precipitation

during each month.

During this

same period there are 9 years in which the araa has received more than 7
inches of rain,

11 in which it has received 5 to 7 inches,

and 10 in which

Grazed by Sheep all
Antelope Valley

Winter
Sec. 26 T24S Rl8W

2

0
0
2

1.5

Base and Meridian.

14

* Desert Experimental Range.
** Mt. Diablo Base and Meridian; the remainder of the locations

5420
5140
5700
5800

5900

cited

Shadscale-Grass-Budsage

s

Greasewood-Budsage-Shadscale
Shadscale-Grass-Budsage
Budsage-Winterfat
Shadscale-Winterfat-Budsage

are reckoned from the Salt Lake

NW
E

F'lat
f'lat

Shadscale-Budsage

Shadscale-Budsage

s

SW

Budsage-Winterfat
Shadscale-Budsage-Grass

Mixed Shrub-Grass
Budsage-Winterfat-Shadscale

w
s

NE

E

Dominant Vegetation

Exposure, and

Exposure

Elevation,

o.5

1

Slope

Grazed by Sheep at Specific Times in Winter and Early Spring
Unit 3 of DERAllot5800
3
ment 3
Sec. 2 T25S Rl8W
3
6200
Sec. 24 T255 Rl8W
WarmCove
Unit 2 of DERAllotment 2 near enclosure
5800
3
No.6
Sec. 25 T24S Rl8W
Unite 2 of DERAllot5550
3
ment 1
Sec. 25 T24S Rl7W

5300
5400

Elevation
(ft.)

Grazing History,

D. Grazed by Cattle in Winter and Early Spring
Burbank Junction
Sec. 16 T23S Rl9W
Sec. 6 T26S Rl6W
Lower Pine Valley
Hamlin Valley
Sec. 24 T9N R70E**
Snake Valley
Sec. 24 T235 Rl7W

c.

B.

Sec. 33 T25S Rl7W
Sec. 32 T22S Rl6W

Location of each Study Site with its
Dominant Vegetation.

A. Ungrazed
Ungrazed Area West of
DER*Hqts.
Eck1 s Knoll Enclosure

Table 1.

X
X

7
X

Grazed by Cattle in Winter and Early Spring
Burbank Junction
8
x
Lower Pine Valley
9
x
Hamlin Valley
10
x
Snake Valley
11

Grazed by Sheep all Winter
Antelope Valley

15
16
17

12
13
14

*DER- Desert Experimental Range

Pasture 2
Pasture 6
Pasture 10
Pasture 11
Pasture 12
Pasture 15

E. Desert Experimental Range Pastures.

D.

c.

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

15

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

---

Density

X

Cover
Data

B. Grazed by Sheep at Specific Times in Winter and Early Spring
x
x
Unit 3 of DER*Allotment 3 3
WarmCover
4
Unit 2 of DERAllotment 2
5
near enclosure No. 6
X
X
Unit 2 of DERAllotment 1 6

2

1

Reference Number Soil
used in text
Data

X

X

X

X

X

Clipping

X

X

X

X

X

Phenology

Types of Data Obtained from each Study Site and the Reference Number of each Site.

Location
A. Ungrazed
Ungrazed Area
Eck's Knoll Enclosure

Table 2.
~h

X

X

X

Root
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it has received less then 5 inches.
The precipitation
April,
total

The thirty-year

is not evenly distributed

average is 6.07 inches.
throughout the year.

May, July, August and October the area receives
whereas during

precipitation,

as the other three months.

Jw.y

about 57 per cent of the

and August it receives

The area receives

the least

During

almost as much

amount of moisture in

January and December.
The average monthly precipitation
at the DERheadquarters
Also included in this
precipitation

weather station

and average temperature

data as recorded

are presented by seasons in Table 3.

table are the average monthly temperatures

end the monthly

data one year before end during the time of the study period.

The sunmers are warm and midday temperatures
winter temperatwres vary considerably

are usually above 90°r.

and sametimes are very cold.

The

The temperature

extremes may be from ·.30°r.

in the winter to about 100°r. in the summer. The

warmest average temperature

occurs in July and the coldest

The winds are frequent aQd may be of rather

in January.

high velomity.

The monthly

means are between 4 end 6 miles per hour with gales reaching 15 to 30 miles per
hour (Stewart,

et al.,

reduces the intensity
of evaporation

1940).

Scarcely a day passes without some wind.

of the high summer temperatures,

but also increases

This
the rate

to which the plants and soil are St:Jbjacted.

The weather during the study period was somewhat unusual because the summer
of 1963 was ome of the wettest
Range.

recorded for any year at the Desert Experimental

However, during both 1961-62 and 1963-64 the area received fairly

spring moisture,

which is essential

for plants

good

like budsage which grow and mature

early.
The temperatures

during 1961-62 and 1963-64 were somewhat lower than those

of 1962-63 and were also l0U1er than the average temperatures.

Those of 1962-63

43.2

73.9
71.7
60.9

68.l

48.B

Spring

June
July
August
September

Summer&:
Early f all

Year

35.2

31.5
37.9
47.4
56.l

&:

Average
Temperature
LJ.4 Years)
51.2
35.5
28.4
25. 7

68.3
49.8

47.4

62 . 3
74.0
72.3
64.6

64.3
70.8
71.4
63.4
67.5

44.8

39.6
36.B
42.8
59.8

36.3

39.4

28.3
34.3
51.2
53.9

32.5
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45.6

64.B

6.07

2.31

4.90

0.97

T

o.os

0.70
0.22

0.42
o.75
0.74

63.5
74.7
70.4
58.7

8.60

s.10

1.47

0.80
o. 76
2.07

2.89

2.29

0.53
0.63
1.73
0

0.61

1.09
0.36
0.02
0.82

1.64

--

5.47

1.38

0.33
0.57
0.34

2.20

0.07
0.35
1.32
0.46

1.89

Precipitation
before and
during Study Period
1961-62 1962-63 1963-64
0.69
o.31
0.57
0.22
0
0.81
0.27
0.30
0.35
0.46
0
0.16

2.04

0.34
o.44
0.59
0.67

1.72

Average
Precipitation
{30 Years~
0.68
o.43
0.32
0.29

Range Weather Station

39.9

27.0
34.2
44.2
54.3

32.0

Average Month Temperatures
before and during Study Period
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
47.8
ss.s
51.1
34.8
40.4
39.7
28.9
13.9
29.9
18.7
23.9
18.8

Temperature and Precipitation
Data from the Desert Experimental
in Western Millard County, Utah

February
March
April
May

Late fall
Winter

October
November
December
January

Month

Table 3.
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were just slightly

higher than the average.

(See Tabla 3).

62 and 1963-64 and December 1963-64 temperatures

spring of 1962-63,

In January of 1961-

were colder than usual.

In the

rebruary was warmer than the average and was also warmer than ~

March, which is unusual.

The temperatures

from the average monthly temperatures.

otherwise

did not differ

significantly

PLANTCOMMUNITIES
WHERE
BUOSAGE
GROWS
methods
The plant conmunity structure

at seven locations

determined to obtain cover and composition data.
also excavated to observe the soil profiles,
Textural analysis

of the soils

where budsage grows was

At each location,

which were sampled by horizons~

as

the dispersing

The exchangeable bases were determined by leaching
and then determining

using a flame spectrophotometer.

present

expressed in milliequivalents

The presence and relative
by the effervescence
cription

were

were made by the hydrometer method of

Bouyoucos (1951) using sodium silicate

with 200 ml. of l N ammoniumacetate

pits

agent.
25-gram soil

samples

the amount of cations

The amount of each cation present

is

per 100 grams of soil.
amounts of carbonates

caused by O.l N hydrochloric

acid.

in the soil were determined
This quantitative

des.

of these data is sunmarized in Table 4.
Table 4.

The Degree of Effervescence of Carbonates in
Presence of 0.1 N HC as an Indication of the
Amount of Carbonates in the Soil.

Degree of Effervescence

A~ount of Carbonates Present

None
Slow
moderate

None
Little;
rocks are not encrusted with carbonates.
Moderate; rocks are scarcely encrusted with
carbonates.
Abundant; rocks are heavily encrusted with
carbonates.

Aapid
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The degree of salinity

of the sail

of the saturated

resistance

expressed in parts

soil with a Wheatstone bridge.

per million

of soluble

A Beckman glass electrode
ion concentration

samples was determined by measuring

of saturated

The readings are

salt in the soil.

pH meter was used to determine the hydrogen
soil samples.

The soil moisture indexes were determined using pressure
The moisture content held in the soils
is expressed as a percentage

at 1/3 and 15 atmospheres of pressure

of the oven dry weight of the soil.
all the samples were

In each of the above procedures of soil analysis,
done in duplicate

and the averages of these data are reported.

Soil moisture content was studied at 6 locations
0-2 inches,

6-B inches,

and 10-12 inches,

end at 3 depths,

at each location.

chQsen because budsage is a shallou, rooted plaAt.

a calcium carbide gas pressure

method.

viz.

These depths were

The soil moisture content was

determined using a "Speedy" Soil Moisture Tester apparatus
by

membranes.

which measures moisture

The moisture content is expressed as

a per cent of the dry weight.
rive communities in which budsage occurs ware studied using the lineintercept

method (Canfield,

1941) and two were studied using the line-point

method which is a modification

of the point-frame

method of Levy and Madden (1933).

These methods give cover data from which the percentage
plant cover, plant composition,

and foliage

six 100-foot transects

were used.

location

cover were calculated.

Percentage of plant composition was calculated
sum of the intercepts
at location

times 100.

of bare soil,

of each species by the total

by dividing

litter,
At each

the total

of all vegetatimnal

intercepts

21
Plant counts were made using ten 1-meter-square
and from these data density was calculated.
the total

number of plants

plots at each location

Density was determined by dividing

of a species by the total

area sampled.

Soils and Soil Moisture
The parent material
from Paleozoic

of the soils

sedimentaries.

is alluvial

The mature soils

in origin,

derived principally

belong tm the Gray Desert or

Sierozem Great Soil Groups.
is nearly always more or less covered

The soil surface between the plants

with an erosion pavement of gravel or rock of uniform size.
in contrast

to the light

The physical

It is usually dark

gray soil beneath.

and chemical characteristics

communities studied are reported

of the soils

from the seven

in Tablas 5 and 6, respectively.

The soils

from Sites 7, B, and 9 have no well developed horizons nor well defined layers
caused by obvious sorting
These sites

at the time of depmsition of the parent material.

are on alluvial

flood plains

rather

distant

consequently more recent in emplacement of materials
The analyses

indicates

topography.

Also, these sites

other four sites
never collect

that these sites

are on sloping coarse-gravelly

from elsewhere.

zons and have an illuvial

T~e latter

than some of the other sites.

are set apart

probably receive

from the mountains, and

from the rest of time and

occasional
alluvial

four sites

run-off

water.

The

fans, where water would

do have well defined hori-

layer of calcium carbonate accumulation.

This layer

is 20 inches deep at Site 10 and 22 and 15 inches deep at Sites 3 and 6, respectively.

It is 10 inches thick at all three sites.

of lime accumulation between 15 to 20 inches deep.

Site 1 has a weak horizon
The lime layer probably

Table 5.
Depth
(inches)

Physical

>2 mm
Percent
Gravel

of Seven Desert Soils

Characteristics

< 2-tm1 F'raction (100 %)

Percent
Sand

Percent
Silt

Percent
Clal

18.3

11.5
11.9
10.0

7.2
7.B
21.0
11.1
9.0

Percent Moisture ats
15 Atma.
1/3 Atma.

Site 1.
0-3
3-15
15-23
23-38
38-62

Mixed Shrub-Grass
25.5
74.5
17.1
76.2
67.5
19.9
38.8
77.0
41.4
81.0

Site 3.
0-3
.3-22
22-31
31-44
44-48•

Budsage-Winterfat
50.5
46.3
50.5
51.7
11.0
61.5
ss.o
53.2
45.5
50.6

36.7
36.?
29.3
31.8
21.3

12.e
12.B
9.2
13.2
33.2

15.2
13.3
12.6

8.6

Site 6.
0-3
3-15
15-33
33-36
36-40

Shadscale-Grass Budsage
37.9
53.B
40.4
54.4
69.2
68.5
60.B
83.8
83.8
72.6

32.2
32.0
23.4
16.1
16.2

14.0
14.0

11.e
17.0
11.7

3.9
10.4
6.5

Site?.
0-3
3-12
12-18
18-30
30..34
34-38

Shadscale-8udsaga
22.0
80.4
80.5
19.0
25.3
84.0
35.5
90.4
28.2
01.1
33.3
96.B

13.5
12.4
14.1
6.7

6.1
7.1
1.9
2.9
7.1

17.l
16.6
18.8
24.3

6.0
6.4
7.0

9.8

Site B.
0-12
12-24
24-36
36-48
48-60

Greasewood-B~dsage-Shadscale
64.5
24.5
o.o
21.5
64.0
27.4
17.0
78.0
13.5
16.5
20.B
79.0
as.o
12.0
12.s

u.o

17.0
21.3
15.5

2.8
2.7
2.s

Site 9.

Shadscale-Grass Budsage
o.o
82.0
14.0
o.o
82.5
11.s
7.5
o.o
92.5
4.0
o.o
96.0
s.o
o.o
95.0

9.4
10.0
9.2
7.0

5.4
s.s
5.4

0-3

3-12
12-18
18-30
30-40
Site 10.
0..15
15-20
20-31
31-36
36-40•

Budsage-Winterfat
68.0
61.2
67.2
55.9

40.5
64.3
52.1

67.2
74.5
77.S

u;.o

0.1
0.1

o.o

11.a

o.o

3.2

14.5

s.o
4.5
3.0

4.0
6.0

o.o
o.o
o.o

25.0
25.8
2?.3
19.5
18.5

7.0
7.0
5.5
6.0
4.0
22

13.0

13.0
22.4
14.4

-

---

-----

----

16.6
14.l
14.5

---

5.1
2.5
2.6
2.4

--

7.9

6.7

-----·--

--

4.9

8.1
6.0

8.2

---

Table 6.
Depth
(Inches)

Sita 1.
0-3
3-15
15-23
23-38
38-62

Chemical Characteristics
Exchangeable Bases
(Me par 100 gm. of soil
Ca
Mg
tilD
k
mixed Shrub-Grass
6.40
o.54
0.02
0.07
6.40
0.02
0.56
0.10
0.72
5.70
0.15
0.16
0.20
0.12
2.36
6.20

--

Budsaga-winterfat
0.83
6.40
0.26
4.40
1.05
0.69
o.o 0.64
7.30

Site 6.
0-3
3-15
15-33
33-36
36-40

Shadscale-Grass-Budsage
o.a3 0.83
7.10
5.30
0.83
0.83
0.30
0.30
4.90

Site 7.
0-3
3-12
12-18
18-30
30-34

Shadseal a-Bud saga
0.20
0.80
6.60
6.00
0.20
1.79
0.34
1.40
5.30
0.48
6.00
1.10

Site 8.
0-12
12-24
24-36

Greasewood-Budsage-Shadscale
0.83
0.06
4.20
o.s1
0.38
s.20
0.12
1.os
1.74
0.72
0.49
2.90

36-413

48-60

Site 9.
· o;.3
3-12
12-18
18-30
30-40
Site

10.

o..1s
15-20
20-31
31-36
36-40.,

Basaa

7.03
7.08
6.73

-- --

-

Site 3.
0-3
3-22
22-31
31-44
44-48•

34-38

of Seven Desert Soils
Salinity
Total
ppm
Leachable pH

0.04
0.12
0.03

a.ea
7.53
6.16
7.97

8.1
8.4
9.0

-- --- --- ---- ---

-- --- ----

B.91
7.83
9.05

O. l!S

0.87
3.55

---

··-

o.oa

7.68
8.16
7.64
11.21

0.17
0.60
3.63

---- --- --- ------

Shadscale-Grass-Budsage
o.o 0.20
5.10
o.os 0.92
4.00
o.os 0.92
3.80
o.os 0.45
3.60

s.so
-

-- --

B~dsage-Winterfat
0.20
0.68

5.60
7.35

---

s.as

o.oa
0.10
0.41
0.66

-- 0.60
-- 2.03--- -- -- --- -- -- --

4.40

--

---- --

23

.."

324
485
7363
5933

Abundant

8.2

136
144
142
206
247
276

Abundant

597
328
3295
2241
4267

Moderate

240
240
240
324
1264

Moderate

217
243
4913
7477
5065

Abundant

a.s
8.2
B.3
8.4
B.9
9.7
9.5
8.9

a.a
8.7

--

---

2951

"It

8.1
8.3
8.9
9.0
8.3

a.a
a.a

7.8

7.77

0.66

3549

Abundant

Abundant

8.6

6.42

228
225
1113

237
244
1059
764
1401

5.38
5.15
5.18
4.76

--

0.04

a.a

8.2
0.2
7.9
7.8

Amount of
Carbonate

a.a
9.1
9.2

--

8.4

B.2
8.3
B.l

4693

ti

"

"
"

"
"ff

"
It

ff
It

ft

"
It

"II
Abundant

..

"

"
"

..

"
"II

--
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represents

the average depth of soil moi~ture penetration.

The soil

from Site 1 has the most strongly

strong layer of clay accumulation
rest

or the

soils

and slight

have only weak layers

very little

amount of gravel.

gravel and its

less than 2 mm. in diameter.

The soil

development of a B horizon.

varied among the different

from the low lands had the least

Site 9 contained

It has a
The

of clay accumulation.

The amount of gravel iA each profile
The soils

defined horizons.

whole profile

locations.

Tha soil

has textural

from Site B also contains

from
sizes

very little

There is an average of about 18 per cent gravel at each depth sampled,

gravel.

but this becomes less with depth.

The majority

higher gravel content within the profile
layer sampled.
in the third

However, the soils

of these soils

from the surface

down to the lowest

from Site 3 and Site 10 have a marked decrease

layer which is between 20 and 30 inches deep.

gravel content is higher.

have a progressively

Below this level

the

Both of these areas are dominated almost entirely

by

budsage and winterfat.
The texture
soil

from Site 3.

of the soils

is sandy loam, loamy sand, and sand except the

This soil has a loam texture

which becaates a sandy clay loam

at the lowest depth sampled.
In each of the soils
surface

the silt

content becomes progressively

downward through the profile.

except in the soil

This is likewise

low in these soils

does not have any below 12 inches deep.

especially

true for the clay content

profile

The

in the one from Site 9 which

On the other hand, the amount of sand

with depth except in the soil at Site 3.

sand content in the middle of its
that point.

from the

from Site 1 which has a horizon of clay accumulation.

clay content is rather

increased

less

Here the .soil has its

and the amount of sand decreases

greatest
below
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Vest (1962) reported

that in Dugway Valley, Utah, budsage grows only on

clay loams and sandy clay loams.
narrowest

tolerances

He

also indicated

to changes in soil texture

that budsage showed the

of all

the species

However, at the Desert Experimental Range and adjacent
to clay loam soils,

i ndicating

than has been reported

he studied.

areas it is not restricted

that budsage has a wider tolerance

to soil texture

by Vest.

Each of the soils

studied was alkaline

7.8 to 9.7 or from mildly alkaline

at all depths.

to very strongly

The pH ranged from

alkaline.

The high pH

values are due in part to the large amount of calcium carbonate which is present
in each soil.

The highest

pH values were found in the surface

soil

of the grease-

wood-budsage canmunity at Site 8 and below 12 inches deep in the shadscale-grassbudsage community at Site 9.

Both these communities are located

near the valley

bottoms.
The soils

from each location

are non-saline

of soil,

regardless

variable

and probably varies with the amount of leaching

Only the two soils
accumulation
in preventing

of the plant overstory.

in the first

15 to 20 inches

Below that depth the salinity

fram Sites 6 and 10 have definite

salt

is

that has taken place.
accumulation.

The salt

in the soil at Site 6 is near enough to the surface to be a factor
budsage roots from growing any deeper than 15 inches.

This was

the only place where this was observed.
The non-saline

and very slightly

saline

soils

in general had a greater

amount of exchangeable potassium than sodium, and the moderately or strongly
saline
salinity

soil

contained more exchangeable sodium than potassium.

is correlated

witb the relative

The degree of

amounts of exchangeable sodium and

potassium except in two cases found at Sites 7 and 9 in the horizon which is
18-30 inches deep.
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The cation exchange capacities
B.O milliequivalents
exchange capacity
content also.

for these soils

per 100 grams of soil.
greater

The soil which had the greatest

less than

which have a cation

Those soils

than B.O milliequivalents

depth sampled was from Site 7.

are predominately

usually

have a greater

cetion exchange capacity

The high cation exchange capacity

sodium

in any

was due to

large amounts of magnesium and sodium it contained.
The soil moisture indexes give an indication
can be available
distribution

for plant growth.

and the thickness

that will be available
and has the greatest

of the amount of water that

However the depth of root penetration

of each horizon influence

at any one time.
amount of available

and

the amount of water .

ror example, the soil at Site 8 is deep
moisture at the deepest depth.

The

matting front was seen bel011 4 feet throughout the whole summer in both 1963
and 1964 only at this location.
deeper depths,

Because of its

there is more moisture available

sumner months.

greater

storage capacity

to the plants,

Budsage is deeply rooted at this location.

at

especially

in the

On the other hand,

the soil at Sita 12 is a shallow soil which has a lime layer at 16 inches deep.
The available
rooted.

moisture is less than 10 per cent and the plants

Consequently the amount of moisture available

less than that of Site
available

moisture,

deep rooted.
as effective
other soils

a.

are very shallow

for plant growth is much

Moreover, the soil at Sita 9 has less than 5 per cent

but this is compensated for by the fact that the plants

At this location

a thick horizon of low moisture holding capacity

as a shallow horizon with a high moisture holding capacity.
studied have moisture holding capacities

intermediate

of the examples mentioned above, except for the third
hes a high capacity

are

because of its

The

between those

horizon for Site 1 which

higher clay content.

The data in Table 7 show that the soil moisture content at none of the

is

11.1
16.6

9.4

0-3
3-22

0-3
3-15

0-3
3-12

0-3
3-12

0-2
2-8
8-16

3

6

7

9

12

6.5
7.5

s.s
1.4
3.8
4.5

3.4
2.6

o.a

4.4

o.a
3.2

1.2
5.6
7.3

0.9
4.7
4.8

3.7
4.2

1.4

1.2
3.1
4.2

1.0
3.5
4.5

2.2
2.3
6.0

1.7
2.B
4.3

0.7
3.9
s.o
1.0
3.6
s.e

10 July

2 July
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sample es determined gravimetrically.

0-2
6-8
10-12

10-12

6-8

0-2

s.s

5.4

*Per cent dry weight of soil
the gas-pressure method.

12.e
15.0
14.8

10.0

0-2
6-8
10-12
0-2
6-8
10-12

3.9
10.4

17.8
17.0

0..2
6-8
10-12

0-2
6-8
10-12

Depth
(inches)

6.0
6.4

7.9
8.6

15.2
13.3

1:S~O

s.1
a,.,S

13.0

0-3
3-15

15

Atma.

1/3
Atma.

1

(inches)

Depth

0.0
3.0
3.5

0.9
2.6
4.1

3.9
4.5

a.a

2.0
3.3
4.2

1.6
3.3
4.8

1.6
4.0
3.2

4.7

1.0
3.1

o.a
2.3
1.1

1.0
2.9
4.1

1.6
s.o
s.1

1.0
3.8
4.5

1.2
2.0
2.6

24 July

2.1
4.5

0.9

1.a

0.6
2.0

5.0

0.9
2.6

1.0
4.0
4.9

1.1
3.1
5.6

1.1
2.2
2.7

9.2
9.7
3.B

2.2
2.4
3.9

4.6

1.2
1.8

s.o

10.0
3.7

1.3
2.3
4.3

7.7
2.4
4.5

7 Aug

were made by

31 July

Other determinations

17 July

Soil Moisture Content by percent dry weight of the Soil at Six Locations During
the Summer of 1964.

Site

Table 7.

1.0*
3.2
2.5

2.1
2.9

a.s

o.s*
1.4
1.7

2.0
3.3
5.6

0.2*
1.4
2.9

2.8
2.B
4.6

13 Aug
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locations

reached field

capacity

July 2 to August 13 of 1964.

at any time during the summer period from

The soil moisture content remained below the

15 atmosphere value except after

same August showers which were heavy enough

that the moisture was not immediately evaporated
The sampling dates in July were too late after
ta be abundant enough to be above wilting
how very dry the desert

soils

back into the atmosphere.
the storms for moisture

percentage.

are for a rather

still

This table also shows

long period.

This is the

period which budsage evades by becoming dormant.
The soil
moisture

from Site 1 between 3 to 15 inches deep has a very low percent

content at 15 atmospheres and for the most part,

of the soil

remained above or just below this value.

the moisture content

In general,

during the

summer months of 1964, the soil moisture was below the 15 atmosphere value
in the top 12 inches of soil.
rain,

The soil moisture increased

but the sumMer rains did not generally

deep except in washes and Ot:Jtwashareas.
a light

penetrate

sumer and fall

of the experimental

pastures

more th~n 2-3 inches

portion

Range yielded

down to 12 inches by the first

Near the valley bottoms, moisture was visible

from

the storm is over.

of 1963, storms over the northern

of the Desert Experimental

rain so that moisture was visible

a good

In desert areas the moisture

shower may be all lost within 1 ta 3 hours after
In the late

only after

enough

of September.

down to 15-18 inches deep at

the end of November. Twenty inches was the maximumdepth to which moisture
penetrated

during the fall

and winter before budsage began to elongate

in

March, 1964.
Plants modify the characteristics
cially

the rate of water infiltration.

faster

and penetrates

of the soil in which they grow, espetor example, moisture infiltrates

deeper into the soil under budsage plants

than under

29
Indian ricegrass.

shadscale.

sandy soil et Site 9.

or winterfat.

One hour after

This phenCllll'lenon
was observed in

it had reined rather

hard for 30 minutes.

it was observed that the moisture penetrated

at least

budsaga than under the other species

(See rigure 6).

present

3 inches deeper under

Communities
The most important
this

perennial

study is shadscale.

species

This species

on the basis of saMpling used in

has the greatest

amount of foliage

cover in 3 out of 5 communities in which it occurred.
two of the canmunities

studied.

The next important
every type of desert

It does not occur in

species

is budsage.

This species

grows in almost

communit that occurs on benches or low-lands of the

Cold Desert of the Great Basin.
Winterfat

occurred in 6 out of 7 c0111111unities
studied,

tant in only 3 of them.

This species

occurs in greatest

but it is impor-

numbers and amount

of cover in ccmmunities daminated by budsage and winterfat.
Table 8 presents

the percentage

seven communities sampled.

Byte

the ground covered by vegetation
per cent vegetation

The broad differences
work ere very likely

in the

sampling methods used, the per cent of
ranged fran 10 to 25 per cent.

is 19.3 per cent.

the shrub ground cover is usually

co111position for each species

Bleak, et al.,

The average

(1965) reported

that

less than 10 per cent in the Shadacale Zone.

between the results
due to different

used in this study, but not reported

reported

in this paper and Bleak•s

sampling techniques.
here, did give different

Other methods
results.

ror

example, the average per cent of cover in the seven co11111unitiesmentioned
above obtained by estimating

plant cover on one-square-meter

plots

was

e.2.

1

0

0

Q)

C.

.t:;

C

4
5

.... 2
.... 3

0
C

.t:;

m

(I)

DEPTH

Shadscale

SC:t-\LE: 0.25" = l"

Budsage
Winterfat

30

F'igure 6. Approximate depth of moisture penetration
under four plant species
(0bserva ~
at Site 9 after a rather intense thundershower which lasted 20 minutes.
tions were made 1 hour after it had rained.
Soil texture is loamy sand to sand).

Indian
Rice grass

Soil
Surface
Wetting
front

Table B.

from Cover Data for

Percent Composition of Vegetation
Seven Desert Communities

Site Nt.Jnber
1

3

6

7

8

9

10

Bare soil

66

Bl

78

77

56

74

82

Litter

15

6

12

8

20

11

Vegetation

19

13

10

15

24

15

9

51

14

26

28

10

75

Eurotia lanata

15

49

8

T

25

Atriplex

13

Artemisia spinescens

confertifolia

Chrysothamnus stenophyllus
Sarcobatus

vermiculatus

Opuntia species
Ephedra nevadensis
Oryzopsis hymenoides
Hilaria

jamesii

Sporobolus cryptandrus
Aristida

fendleriana

Bromus tectorum
Sphaeralcea
Salsola

grossulariaefolia

kali

tenufolia

Aster species
Lappula redowskii
Halogeton glomerata
Astragalus

lentiginosus

--

T*
59

47

-8

29

-18

--

-- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- ------- ---- -- ... -- -- --- -- - -- --- -- -- -- -· --- ---- -- -- -o.s -- -- ---- -- o.s -- -- --- ---- -·- --·
10

T

64

T

T

2

11

1

10

4

.

5

2

12

24

1

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

44

30

l

T

T

T

T

T

*T- trace

:n

5

T

T
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The data on density

are presented

in Table 9.

two communities which have the greatest

number of plants

those dominated by budsage and winterfat
(Hilaria

jamesii

(Torr.)

amount of plant

Budsage and winterfat

or Indian ricegrass,

Budsage is also found in other communities.
species

out on the alluvial

soils

in this

community.

In Hamlin Valley,

Nevada,

Budsage

This community is farther

fans than the budsage - winterfat

community found in this

In the rerguson Desert north of the Desert Experimental Range,

budsage grows in company with Kochia (Kochia vestita
also grows in pure stands on the alluvial

GuymonWell in Pine Valley.

(S. Wats.) A. Nels.).

fans near the foothills

It

north of

The soil in this area is quite sandy.

Budsage is one of the dominant species
galleta

do

for example.

occurs with spiny hopsage, greasewood and winterfat.

grows on the shallowest

same valley.

grass

However, this does not mean

cover.

not have as large plant crowns as shadscale

this

per unit area are

only, except where galleta

Benth.) is important.

that they have the greatest

These data show that the

in a budsage - shadscale

-

grass community near WarmSprings in Hot Creek Valley, Nevada.

Smith '

Creek Valley,

Nevada is in the Sagebrush Zone and here budsage grows with four-

wing saltbush

and big sagebrush.

Paradise

Valley,

Nevada, is also in this zone

and budsage grows in communities of budsage and squirreltail
(Nutt.)
sites

J.G. Smith).

(Sitanion

hystrix

In the Sagebrush Zone budsage grows on ridges and xeric

where the soil is usually

shallower

than where big sagebrush occurs.

East of Winnemucca, Nevada, it grows with big sagebrush and spiny hopsage.
In the Carson Desert of Nevada (Billing,
dominated by little
This plant association
sandy loams or silt

greasewood (Sarcobatus

1945) budsage grows in communities
baileyi

Coville)

occupies well drained strongly

and shadscale.

alkaline

loams with large amounts of gravel scattered

soils

which are

throughout

Table 9.

Plant Density of Six Desert Communities, (Values are numbers
of plants per square meter).
Site Number

Species

1

3

6

7

9

10

Artemisia spinescens

2.4

21.6

6.1

9.7

1.6

35.2

Eurotia lanata

5.6

33.9

4.1

0.2

0.1

31.5

Atriplax

2.a

14.4

21.6

3.4

confertifolia

-- --- ---- -- -- -·
--- -- -- o.s

Chrysothamnus stenophyllus

0.9

Opuntia species
Tetradymia spinosa
Gutierrezia

sarothoae

jamesii

2.3

0.2

17.8

1.7

Sporobolus cryptandrus
Aristide

grossulariaefolia

0.6

0.6
0.1
3.3

48.9

0.2

0.1

P*

Aster species

14.9

1.3

Halogeton glomerata

2.2

p

0.6

1.0

lentiginosus

*P - present

0.1

0.1

Salsola kali tenufolia

Astragalus

.;. ."5

8.9

fendleriana

Sphaeralcea

0.1

---o.3

00

--- -- -- --- -- -- -- ---- --- -- a.a
--- -- o.a
-- -- - --- ----- -- -- --

Oryzopsis hymenoides
Hilaria

--

but not counted.
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the soil profile.
These various plant communities at the sites
grows can be classed
type, shadscale
The soils

into three broad vegetation

type including
of Sites

studied
types,

and shadscale

winterfat,

wherein budsage

viz.

budsage - winterfat

types without winterfat.

3 and 10 which have a budsage-winterfat

are the only ones studied which have 50 percent
horizons within the first

20 inches.

overstory

or more gravel in one of the

The horizon which is between 20 to 31

inches deep has markedly less gravel than the horizons above.
also has more salinity
lime layer.
material

than the horizon above.

These soils

sandy profiles.

The parent

is derived from Devonian end Mississippian
Both of these sites

fans where medium gravels
the soil particles

It is also the depth of the

ere among the three least

of these soils

dolomites and shales.

This horizon

limestones,

are about midway on their

are seen in the profile,

alluvial

but not far enough out for

to be mostly less than 2 mm. The range between the 1/3

and 15 atmosphere values is about 5 or 6 to 8 percent moisture in the horizons
which have a low salt

content.

that budsege is encouraged.
when budaage la ordinarily

grazed by cattle,

These sites

not used to any appreciable
little

have sandy loam soils
These sites

two soils

than sites

are located

at Sites 1 and

are located

on fans which contain larger
to the mountains.

These soils

3 and 10 and about 5 to 7 inches shallower.

have somewhat different

a small percentage

Site 10 is

with less gravel in the upper 2 feet

gravel than Sites 3 and 10 for . they are closer
are more saline

extent.

budsage.

types which include winterfat

than Sites 3 and 10.

are grazed in such a way

Sita 3 is grazed moderately by sheep in mid-winter

which utilize

The shadscale
6.

Both of these sites

parent materials

of the parent material

from Sites

is volcanic

These

3 and 10 in that

in origin.

The moisture

35

content difference

between 1/3 and 15 atmospheres tension

is about 10 percent

or more in the horizons above the salt.
The presence of shadscale
1 and 6 distinguish

influence

3 and 10 and its

at Sites 1 and 6, but it is completely absent at Sites

Apparently depth of salinity
where shadscale

The shadscale

and winterfat

species.

Budsege, little

are mixed shrub communities which
Site l is a protected

area in which

have equal dominance and they are the most abundant
rabbitbrush,

species

Indian ricegress

and galleta

and each one has about equal dominance.

is grazed moderately by sheep in early or late winter in alternate
This site
(Torr.}

is dominated by shadscale,

sand dropseed (Sporobolus

A. Gray) as opposed to winterfat

galleta
sites

or any other perennial

and ricegrass

species.

grazing at each of these sites
abundant annual species

!5!!! tenufolia

Site 9 is dominated by shadscale

has essentially

at each of these sites

These communities which contain
in valley bottoms rather
moisture at times.
gravel in the soil.

eliminated

shadscale,

There is no obvious profile

and

Both of these
Both kinds of

winterfat.

is Russian thistle

(Halogeton glomeratus

far from the mountains.

Salinity

years.

very little

Site 7 is grazed by cattle.

Tausch) and halogeton

Site 6

cryetandrus

grass and budsage is only a small part of the community.
are grazed all winter long.

grass are

at Site 1.

conwnunity that contains

Site 7 hes a shadscale-budsage
winterfat

capacity

grows.

amount of grasses.

shadscale

the next important

or lime, and moisture-holding

types with winterfat

contain a substantial

absence at Sites

Shadscale is or has in the past been recorded

these areas.

as the dominant species
3 and 10.

at Sites

The most
(Salsola

(M. Bieb.} C.A. mey}.

but not winterfat
These may receive

are all
outwash

development and there is little

occurs at depths of 2 feet or more.

The soils
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at Sites 7 and 9 are quite different
from Site 7 is derived from Paleozoic

from the others
limestones,

one from Site 9 is derived from volcanics

studied

in that the one

dolomites and shales and the

and quartzites.

than Site 7 and this is probably why Site 9 supports

Site 9 is more sandy

some grass.

At Site 8 there is a greasewood - budsage community which includes
shadscale.

This area is located

some springs arising

near meadows and springs and there are also

in the greasewood conrnunity itself.

there is a water table near enough to the soil surface
by making this habitat
shadscale

suitable

some

It is obvious that
to influence

to greasewood which affectively

keeping it at a low level within the community.

the cover

competes with

PHtNOLOGY
methods
Plant growth and development of 32 budsage seedlings
on an area of past intense

disturbance

by burrowing rodents were observed and

recorded during the summers of 1963 and 1964.
1963.

This study area was at Site 6.

which were growing

The plants

wera one year old in

One-half of these plants

were watered

once a week for 8 weeks beginning in mid June of both years before the plants
became summer dormant.

Several mther seedlings

in September and November of 1963 and April,

in the same area were dug up

June, July and August of 1964 to

compare the root systems of watered and non-watered plants.
Plant growth and development studies
at Sites 1, 3, 8 and 9.

Plant collections

of mature budsage plants
were made at each location

September and November of 1963.

Plants were also collected

weeks beginning in late rebruary

through June of 1964.

data on leaf,

lengths

stem, flower stalk

were made
in August,

about every two

from these collections

and age of flowering were obtained

as well as the time of growth.
Root growth was studied

by digging

small trenches

deep and 3 feet long along one side of a budsage plant.
sites,

viz.

Site 1 and Site 9 in August, 1963.

were removed from the trench.
from the trench by screening

1 foot wide by 2 feet
This was done at two

All of the ro ots of the plant

The roots were also removed from the soil
it before it was replaced

37

taken

back into the trench.
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The trench was dug again in November, 1963, rebruary,
When the trenches
the sail

were redug all of the new roots were obtained by screening
The amount of growth was determined by mea-

taken out of the trench.

suring the total
other plants

1964 and June, 1964.

length of new root segments collected.

were also dug up with the greatest

tems were mapped to scale.

In addition,

possible

some

care and the root sys-

Seedling budsage, 2 and 4 years old budsage speci-

mens and specimens 4 inch high were excavated and drawn to scale to compare

the development of the root system as the plant matured.

These plants

ware

in each of four size classes.

The

taken from Site 1.
Ring cmunts were made on 25 plants

were cut at the ground level because this is usually below the point

plants

where the plant is branched.

The ring count inspection

of growth layers between adjacent

pattern

was confined to the

rays.

Plant counts were made in 1964 on eight permanent 100-square foot charting
quadrats

located

in the ungrazad 1-acra enclosures

of each of six experimental

pastures.

each species charted in 1935.
acre;

therefore,

and on adjacent

These brush plots

grazed acres

were established

Site 17 had only one enclosure

and

and

one grazed

plant ecounts were obtained from only four plots.
Seedling Development

Budsage seedlings
The seedlings

have two very small orbiculate

grow rapidly

and in ten days from planting

in moiab d ndy soil had dissected
leaves were dissected

dark green cotyledons.
some seedlings

leaves and were 0.4 inches high.

but they became more entire

were 5-7 inches long having several

toward the tip.

s~ort branchlets

grown

Some of the
The roots

(See rigure 7).

If the

G.L.

0

1
if)

w
I

u
z

2

z
I

3

l-

o_

w

0

4

0

1

2

3

4

5

INCHES
tigure 7. Budsage plant 26 days old.
IX. Seed was
collected
and planted June 11, 1964. (G. L. - ground
level).
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soil were allowed to dry out at all during the first
the seedlings

died.

During the first

20-30 days of development,

year of growth, the aerial

stem did not

grow more than 3/8 - 7/16 of an inch high and the roots grew to 5-B inches
deep.
Summerprecipitation
respectively.

was 5.10 and 1.38 inches for 1963 and 1964,

The precipitation

of 1963 in late

the root zone of even the unwatered seedlings

summer was sufficient

to keep

moist during August and September,

but that of 1964 did not moisten the root zone at all.
In 1963 the seedlings

which were watered broke dormancy August 28.

most obvious growth produced after

the buds had burst was new leaves;

length of tAe twigs and the height of the plants
following spring.

did not change until

The minimum leaf length produced in the fall

The

the
the

of 1963 was

1/16 inch and the maximumleaf length was 7/32 inch.
The seedlings
two weeks later

which were not given supplemental water broke dormancy

than those which were watered.

moisture in the soil,
essentially

Since there was adequate

the amount of growth in either

the stems or roots was

the same on the watered and unwatered plants.

During the spring of 1964, all the seedlings
duced an average of four new lateral
1/4 to 3/4 inch long.

The plants

in both treatments

twigs and one terminal

previously

pro-

twig which were

had only one or two twigs.

rour of these plants which were 2 years old, produced one flower stalk
which bore only 2 to 5 flower heads.
ordinarily
first
plants

This was unusual because this species

blooms in the fourth or fifth

growing season.

This average age of

flowering was determined from a survey by making ring counts of many young
which had only l to 2 flower stalks

previously

because there were no persistent

and which obviously had not flowered
spines on them.
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All of the seedlings
plants

were dormant by June 21, 1964.

remained dormant throughout

July 1 and July 10 the terminal

the surrmer.

On the other hand, between

bud on two plants

expanded and by July 17 six more of these plants

which had been watered
broke dormancy.

in 1963, the only obvious growth produced was new leaves.
minimum leaf length produced was 1/4 and 3/32 inch.
of the watered plants

had buds that burst,

roots with more branchlets

The unwatered

all

The maxim~mand

Even though only one.half

of these plants

than those which were not watered.

had broken dormancy became dormant again late
they were no longer watered and the soil

Again as

had longer
The plants

which

in the summer of 1964, after

dried out.

Supplemental watering of budsage seedlings

during the sunrner in which

there was adequate soil moisture allowed the seedlings

to break dormancy two

weeks earlier

During the summer in

than the plants

which the soil

which were not watered.

did not have adequate soil moisture,

received

supplemental water broke dormancy.

bursting

of buds; however, not all

all

of them did have considerable

only the plants

which had

The most obvious growth was the

of the watered plants

had buds burst,

but

more root growth than the unwatered plants.

Plant Growth and Development
Because the data fron all
essentially

four plant-development

the same, the discussion

and data from Site 1.

study locations

were

that follows is taken from observations

These data are presented

in Table 10.

Budsage broke dormancy in mid August of 1963 in response to storms that
yielded

sufficient

moisture to penetrate

buds burst and produced new leaves,

the soil 10 to 12 inches.

but the stems did not elongate

The terminal
or develop

3

10

12

April 1

April 12

April 18
18

15

7

5

5

3

---

Plants

July 2

summer dormant

off

Leaves falling
plant

June 19

42

80

19

13

6

Stems mature

38

Leaves still

IYlay27
green

6

6

3

3

50

15

10

4

-- --... . ... . ..
---

- --- --

...

-- .... --- ...-- ----

Stem Length
Min.
!¥lax.
Ave.
~mm.l

IYlay1

20
15
Leaves mature

3

1964
IYlarch1

26

3

September 19

April

2

September 10

2

--

August 28

~-

A few 'terminal
buds burst

Leaf Length
Max.
Min.

13

51

38

46

30

10

10

Heads falling off plant
spines hard and woody

25

25

6
13
nowers open

6

3

-- -- --- --- . ... --- -- --- -- --- -- ----

--;:=lower Stalk Length
IYlax.
Ave.
Min.
~mm.}

Growth and Development of Mature Budsage Plants from August ,15, 1963, to July 17, 1964.
(Data are for Site l; measurements are current year's growth ) .

1963
August 15

Date

Table 10.
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to any great extent;

they remained very short,

mostly within the protecting

base of the leaf in whose axil they were growing until

petiole

~arch when they started
seen that the greatest

to elongate.

rrom plants

the following

which were dug up, it was

amount of growth in the early

fall

was in the root system.

The main roots produced a great many new branch roots.
Shortly after
August.

Previously

the plants
slipping

broke dormancy the stems began to slip in late
and the grazing period was thought to occur only

in the late winter or early spring,
is broken in early
slipping

fall

as a result

may occur as early as late

(Cook et. al.,

1954).

of adequate late
August.

summer precipitation,

The sheep grazed budsage through~

out the winter period from November 1963 through April,
The precipitation

However, if dormancy

1964.

of the summer of 1964 was not enough to permit a wide

spread breaking of dormancy in budsage as in 1963 and the plants
or become usuable browse for sheep until

march, 1965.

1965 again brought abundant moisture and slipping
Once again as two years earlier,

did not slip

But the late

summer of

occurred early in the fall.

budsage was browsed by sheep throughout

the

following winter.
The terminal
to elongate
period.

buds and lateral

in late march and early April at the latter

Bud burst had previously

and as late as April 13 (Desert
bursting
plants

buds of budsage generally

part of the slipping

been recorded to occur as early as rebruary 6
Experimental Range records).

of the buds began August 15 at Site 9 and by late
of this

species

expand and begin

had very short new leaves.

In 1963, the
August most of the

After 20 days of growth,

the average leaf length was 3 mm. The leaves did not elongate any more after
the middle of September, and the maximumleaf length produced that fall

was 5 mm.
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The terminal

and lateral

twigs did not elongate until

remained green all winter long and apparently

April,

1964.

The buds

did not grow any more until

late

march, 1964.
In early August of 1964, the terminal
at Sites 1 and 9 burst,

but did not remain green through August.

thing also happened at Sites

5 and 6 in late

This same

August of that same year.

The

during July and August was 0.57 and 0.34 of an inch,

precipitation

received

respectively,

which were below average.

tation

buds of a small number of plants

The greatest

portion

of the precipi-

of both months was received near the middle of the month in both cases.

Apparently very little
some plants

moisture which is received

all at one time will permit

to break dormancy although it is not widespread in any given area.

However, in the late

SLmmerof 1965, there was sufficient

allow the buds of the plants

to turn green.

moisture to

They remained green all winter,

as in the winter of 1963-64.
In late
the terminal

rebruary,

1964, some flower buds which are located

bud on the previous

season's

This was observed to occur only at Site 1.
not elongate

until

growth elongated
In general,

just below

6 to 9 mmlong.

the flower ~0 buds did

the middle of April.

Budsage bloomed from the last

week in April through the last

week in

May. However it has been found from herbarium specimens that budsage has
bloomed as early as march 29 at 6,000 feet elevation

in White Pine County,

Nevada (Moore m 537 (BRY)1 ) and March 24 at 2,700 feet near the Snake River
in Owyhee County, Idaho (Platt,

March 24, 1938 (BRY)); and as late

at 4,400 feet elevation near Empire City, Nevada (Jones,
1Brigham Young University Herbarium, Provo, Utah.
2utah State University

Herbarium, Logan, Utah.

as June 19

June 19, 1882 (UTC)2 ).
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The plants

completed their

annual growth by the first

of June in 1964.

The leaves and flower heads began to turn brown in early June, and by June 19
they were falling
the first

off the plants.

All the leaves and flowers were gone by

week of July and the annual growing cycle was complete.

of spring drought,

this phenomenon may occur in early June as it did in 1940

(Desert Experimental

Range records).

In 1964, budsage plants
than the plants

at Site 8 lost

at Sites 1, 3 and 9.

a higher moisture holding capacity
deep rooted there,

In years

their

leaves

The soil at this

site

than the other sites.

it has a greater

moisture

is deeper and has
Because budsage is

supply throughout

of the season.

This delayed the onset of its

the other sites

and the plants

kept their

two weeks later

the first

part

summer dormancy longer than at

leaves and flowers until

July 17.

Root Growth and Development
New root growth in budsage was first
their

observed on plants

summer dormancy in mid-August of 1963.

from the short taproot

and from the larger

roots were very succulent

and were whitish

which broke

The new rootlets

were produced

horizontal

branches.

The newest

in color.

The more mature of the

new roots were somewhat woody and were a brown color.
Table 11 reports
three trenches

the total

length of new root growth that occurred in

dug along one side of three plants

growth was from August 23 to December 1 of 1963.
a part of the roots of the whole plant,

at Site 1.

The period of

Even though this

samples only

it does point out that a considerable

amount of root growth will occur when there is adequate late

summer moisture.

The new roots produced were found iA the top 12 inches of soil--principally

at the 6 inch level.

One of the plants

that was dug up had a new
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Table 11.

Amount of new root growth produced August 23, 1963
and December 1, 1963, by three budsage plants from
Site 1.

Total Length of
Succulent Roots
(inches)

Plant

66.25

8

38.50

C

21.so

disturbed

90.75

---

38.50

110.so

89.00

18 inches long.

soil in a horizontal

The plants

Total
(inches)

24.50

A

root that was at least

Total Length of
Brown Roots
(inch!!}_

It grew across the trench through the

direction

at 6 inches below the ground surface.

examined from Site 9 had new roots but they were still

very

short and did not extend into the trenches.
Further examinations

in February,

1964, and June, 1964, indicated

that

root growth continued at a very slow rate frc:,mDecember, 1963, to February,
1964, and then the rate increased

from February to June.

able data for June because badgers dug up the plants.
water became a limiting

factor

There are no compar-

Nevertheless,

in June

and root growth ceased for that growing season.

Most of the roots grew in the top 3 to 7 inches of soil at both locations.
However at Site 9 which has a sandier

soil,

some new roots were found as deep

as 20 inches.
Occasionally

budsage produces adventitious

roots (See Figure

occurs when the lowest branches are completely covered by soil.
iA the bottomlands produced adventitious

Plants

growing

roots more often than those growing on

benches because the lower branches ere more likely
Budsage seedlings

B). This

to be covered with soil.

have a prominent tap root which grows down to 5 inches

f"igure 8. Budsage plant IJ/hich has adventitious
roots. Sheet of paper is 11 inches long.
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deep in the first

year.

The tap root does not grow much deeper after

year when the plant became an established
do grow in length

(See figure

of 2 year old budsage plants

9).

seedling.

figures

(See figure

12).

soil.

branchlets

10 ~nd 11 illustrate

growing in sandy loam soils

and large amounts of gravel respectively.
in the shallower

The lateral

the first

the root system

which have moderate

The plant in Figure 11 was growing

As the plant matures the tap root becomes much branched

These root systems shown are not complete, but show the relalength of growth away from the

tive amount of branching,

rather

tap root.

in figure 13 roots do commonly grow out in a hori-

As illustrated

zontal direction

than the total

as much as 3 feet and as deep as 3.5 feet where the soil does

not have large amounts of gravel.
have been seen.

Horizontal

branch roots as long as 7 feet

However budsage roots are most commonly found in the top

15-20 inches of soil and may be found es shallow as 1-3 inches deep.
mens illustrated

in the above figures

were growing in a sandy loam soil which

had a moderate amount of gravel in the soil profile.
at Sites 8 and 9 are deeply rooted.
gravel in their

profiles,

These sites

and no horizons

The roots grow as deep as 6 feet at site
at Site 8 have more roots at greater
soil moisture

factors

distribution

growing

have only small amounts of

of pronounced accumulation
8 and 5 feet at site

9.

of ldme.

The plants

depths because of the higher amount of

the soil

texture

which includes

and the depths to which moisture penetrates

physical

Budsage plants

found there as compared to other sites.

The depth of soil,
present

The speci-

investigated

the amount of gravel

seem to be the primary

that determine the depth of penetration

and

of budsage roots.

Budsage roots are much more branched and more thoroughly
the soil than its

associated

shrub species.

interpenetrate

This kind of a root system allows
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6

1" = 1.25"

INCHES

SCALE:

7

8

9

which was growing in

--------f'I-------------------G.L.

~igure 11. Root system of a two year old budsage seedling
shallow rocky soil.
(C. L. - ground level).

10

12 A.

Budsage about 3 years old.

12

a.

Budsage about 4 years old

l2 C.

Budsage about 6 years old.

12 D.

Budsage about 8 years old.

Figure 12. Development of a much branched root system
in young budsage plants. (Age was determined by counting
annual rings).
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species

to take advantage of the limited

supply of soil moisture

efficiently

in the spring before the summer drought comes.
yet it is able to take advantage

Budsage is an evader of summer drought,
of late

summer rains and break dormancy.

which is usually
its adaptation

in the surface layers
to drought conditions

when adequate moisture is present
well fitted

Its well distributed

of the soil,
and to its

in the soil.

is probably the key to

ability

to break dormancy

These adaptations

for sunmer moisture which can often be expected,

does not come budsage is not seriously

root system,

affected

make budsage

but if moisture

because it is dormant and dry.

summer rains do come, it breaks dormancy and grows primarily

If late

This better

prepares

It is interesting

budsage to compete with associated

the next spring.

to note that when dormancy is broken, it does not put out an

expanse of transpiring

leaf surface

for the leaves are very short,
conditions

species

underground.

nor uses many reserves

but yet green.

producing new growth

During months in which growth

are sub-optimum only the small leaves and twigs are photosynthetic.

Its period of active

growth takes place only when there is a more dependable

supply of moisture in the spring after

accumulation

and when evaporation

is

low.
Longevity of Individual
It is difficult

to obtain accurate

center of the stem and root is usually

Plants

ring counts on budsage because the
rotted

out or eaten out by boring insects.

The plants

also have a lobing habit and an eccentricity

difficulty

of counting rings.

By comparing the ages of the different

stem sizes

which multiply

this

(Table 12), it can be
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Table 12.

1/2 11

Annual Ring Count of four size classes
budsage.
STEMDIAMETER
AT GROUND
LEVEL
111
3/4 11
(Age in years)

8
7
13

16
6
21
6
16
19
19

7
9

21
14
19
12
8

9

Average
Age
Range
IYloda

6

12
to 21
12

22

11

15
24

18
21
25

20

14
10

11
11

11

14

11

17

11

10

9

12

9

13
28
18

11

15
6
10
12
10
12
19
8
14

4
8
10

10
10

10
10
16
25

7
8

6

11

11

12
10

5
5
6

Average
Age
9.5
Range 4 to 21
Mode
8 &9

8
15
17

7

7

10
20
15
18
12

8

15

15
13

1 1/2"

12
16

11

9

8
9
5

of

8

Average
Age
13.4
Range 8 to 25
Mode
11
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Average
Age
Range
!Ylode

22
19
16
20
18
15
24
16.6
9 to 28
18
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seen that extremes in size are not necessarily
field

observations,

it was found that large,

proportional

to age.

And from

rapid growing bushes reach an

early maturity.
Plant counts of budsage on 100-squre-foot
experimental

pastures

indicate

that some plants

This age was obtained by comparing the location
to that of the plants
enclosures

present

in 1964.

than in the adjacent

of 84 plants

115 plants.

of them.

grazed acres.
alive

quadrats
1964.

only 14 percent

of the plants

made up 30 percent

These plants

in 1964 because fewer new plants
The effects
100-square-foot

this

old in the

quadrats,

originally

of the total

out
This
of

mapped in

number of plants

On the other hand, in the grazed
alive

mapped in 1935 were still
of the total

became established

quadrats.

charted in 1935

in 1964 (See Table 13).

of grazing on plant establishment
charting

29 years old.

of the plants

of the plants

in 1965 are more than 29 years old.

in six

are now among a new total

1935 are more than 29 years old and 17 percent
present

are at least

In the protected

These 20 plants

This means that 24 percent

quadrats

There are more plants

mapped in 1935, 20 were still

is nearly one-fourth

charting

number of plants

in
present

on the grazed quadrats.
was also obtained from the

The number of new plants

established

since

1935 was determined by comparing the charts made in 1935 to those made in 1964.
The data presented
affected

in Table 14 indicate

that plant establishment

by season of grazing and not so much by the intensity

When budsage is grazed in the late winter,

few plants

from grazing and to decrease when grazed.

decreased in both the enclosure
on the grazed plots.

and grazed acre,

Field observations

of grazing.

become established.

is a general tendency for budsage to become established
when protected

is directly

in greater

There

numbers

Where budsage has

the decrease was always greater

on grazed and protected

areas indicate

Table 13.
Site

Survival of Individual

Grazing
Intensity

Budsage Plants

Number of
Plants
Present in
1935

Number of
Original Plants
Still Present in
1964
Grazed in Mid Winter
Protected

fran 1935 to 1964
Number of
Original Plants
Still Present in
1964

Number of
Plants
Present in
1935
Grazed

15

Light

4

0

12

2

12

IYloderate

8

2

20

4

16

Heavy

24

3

13

0

36

5

45

6

Totals
Percent Survival

13.9

13.3

Grazed in Late Winter
14

Light

29

8

35

6

13

Moderate

17

5

22

3

17

Heavy

2

2

3

0

48

15

60

9

Totals
Percent Survival
Table 14.

31.5

15.0

Number of Budsage Plants Which Have Become Established
Since 1936, end still alive in 1964.
Mid Winter
Grazed
Protected

Site

Late Winter
Grazed
Protected

Grazing
Intensity

Site

Light

15

34

2

14

5

0

Moderate

12

17

21

13

2

l

Heavy

16

26

13

17

11

0

77

36

18

1

Totals
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that the grazed plants
from the plots
budsage plants
result

may be shorter

lived than those in the protected

on which budsage was clipped it was observed that soma

died before the next growing season.

of the clipping.

same and may kill

areas.

plants

This suggests
quite rapidly.

This was possibly

a

that heavy grazing could also do the
In one of the experimental

pastures

of the Desert Experimental Range which is grazed moderately in early winter,
budsage became established
enclosures
plots

and 3 plants

at the rate of 23 plants

per 400 square feet in the

for the same area on the grazed plots.

had any budsaga when they were established

30 years ago.

None of the

OTHERtACTOAS
AttECTINGBUDSAGE
ESTABLISHMENT,
GROWTH
ANDREPRODUCTION
Methods
At six locations
foot plots

at each site.

then clipped
plots

a clipping

study was conducted using ten 2OO-square-

In 1963 budsage yield

and weighed on five plots

at each location

1964 budsage on all

at each location.

budsage herbage yields

ten plots

was estimated

at each location

were clipped

and weighed.

current

This included

well as the terminal
represent

twigs.

The sites

areas which are protected,

in mid or late

winter

Cover estimates

every other

of stocking

by sheep.

in 1963.
the short

used in this

In

All of the
lateral

twigs as

study were selected

grazed by cattle,

to

and grazed by sheep

year.

were made in 1964 on the grazed and protected

in four of the pasturesa

five

in grams.

of the clipping

growth was clipped.

On the other

were estimated

This was done to measure the effect
year's

and the plants

two grazed at a heavy rate
These pastures

also represent

areas

and two at a light
grazing

rate

in mid and late

winter.
Plant
winterfat,

counts of budsage and three
and Indian

were obtained
pastures

ricegrass

and on the plots

species,

were made on the same plots
in two additional

were grazed in mid winter

pastures.

viz.

data were obtained

moderately

grazed.
59

from pastures

shadscale,

where cover data
Three of the

and three were grazed in later

each season of grazing
and heavily

associated

winter.

which were lightly,

ror

60
At five other sites,
of current
counted.

60 plants

year•s vegetative

twigs and current

The spine/vegetative

was done in 1964 and 1965.

were chosen at random and the total

twig ratio

These data were obtained

all winter long and from the enclosures
Effects

twigs.

spines on each plant were

was computed from these data.

which are moderately grazed in mid winter,

All of the plants

year's

number

This

from Sites 12 and 13

from Site 7 which is heavily

grazed

at Site 12.

of Clipping

clipped in 1963 had a noticeable

dieback on the clipped

These dead areas extended 3 to 13 mm. below the part of the stem which

had been clipped.
two, new lateral

At the base of the dieback from one to five,
twigs were produced from latent

the clipped plants

produced more lateral

lateral

vegetative

but ordinarily

buds.

Almost all of

twigs than those which

were not clipped.
Because the current

year's

growth was clipped off,

most of the buds

which would have produced flowers in 1964 were also removed.
the clipped plants

produced very few flowers in 1964 (See tigures

The flowers that were produced on the clipped plants
located

at the very base of the previous

twig removal.
the current

No latent

year's

Data regarding

Consequently,

reproductive

season's

14 and 15).

came from flower buds

growth which was missed in

buds were noticed on stems older than

growth that was removed.
the effects

per plant and twig-length

of clipping

are presented

on the number of vegetative

in Table 15.

twigs

In every case there was

an increase

in the number of twigs per plant from 1963 to 1964.

was greater

on the clipped plants

than on the non-clipped

plants.

This increase
The length

figure 14. Budsage Plant Which Has Not Been
Clipped. (This plant produced many flowers in
1964).

figure 15. Effect of Clipping on flowers of
Budsage. (This plant produced only a few flowers as
compared to the plant in Figure 14).
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9

Grazed by
Cattle
8

5

Grazed by
Sheep
4

Protected
l

Site

Table 15.

33.4
30.1
28. 7
22.0
19.9
15.3
45.3
38.7
45.2
46.8

Clipped
Control

Clipped
Control

Clipped
Control

Clipped
Control
147.S
78.5

79.9
38.9

42.6
31. 7

40.S

57.7

124.4
69.5

er
Average"""iumb
Twigs Per Plant
1964
1963

Clipped
Control

Treatment

0.9
1.2

1.1
1.2

0.9
0.9

1.6
1.0

o.a

1.2

62

2.s
2.5

1.5
1.2

2.3
1.0

1.0
1.9

1.9
1.s

Average Maximum
Twig Length (inches)
1964
1963

--

0.3
0.3

0.4
o. 3

0.3
0.3

0.6
0.3

0.3
0.2

---

0.5
0.6

0.8
0.3

0.9
0.2

0.3
0.6

0.6
o.s

Average Minimum
Twig Length (inches)
1964
.,illl_

Effect of Clipping on Number of Twigs Per Plant and Twig Length.

- -

o.s
0.7

0.8

o.4

1.5
1.4

a.a

0.9

a.a
. a.a

o.s
o.4

0.7
1.2

0.7

a.a
1.0
o.s

o.s

0.5

---

Average Twig
Length (inches)
1963
1964

63
of the twigs produced in 1964 was generally

Only at Site 4 on the clipped plants

longer on the clipped plants.

was the length of the twigs in 1964

shorter

than that of 1963.

shorter

than the twig length of the non-clipped
The effects

are reported
plants

The twig length

on these plants

in 1964 was also

plants.

of twig removal on the subsequent herbage yield of budsage

in Table 16.

which have received

These data show the effects
difference

of the clipping

grazing treatments

on

during the past

30 years.
The plants
stimulate

from the protected

increased

and cattle

site

herbage yield.

have a variable

The plants

response.

plots

did produce more vegetative

ped.

Wherever there was a decrease,

was greater

than on the clipped;

on the clipped plots

show that the clipping

at the Sites grazed by sheep

However the data show that the clipped

growth than the plots

wherever there was an increase,

was greater

to vegetative

growth only.

not contain information
plants,

all

total

This indicates

even though the clipping

removed essentially
of the plants

of the reproductive

transferred

from reproductive

about the amount of reproductive

because these plants
that the decrease

growth than the unclipped plants.

growth on the control

from the clipped plants

is close to

had very few flower stalks

of the reproductive

seems to be one of the reasons why the clipped plants

could withstand

all

Even though the data on the amount of growth do

the amount of growth obtained

the actual

the increase

than on the unclipped.

was severe is that the clipping
and consequently

which were not clip-

the decrease on the unclipped plots

One reason that may account for the increase

potential

in 1963 did

potential

in 1964.
by clipping

produced more vegetative

However, it is not known how long the plants

such a severe clipping

before dying.

8

10

9

280
175
375

65
135

Grazed by
Sheep
4
5

Grazed by
Cattle

100

215

172
202

ao

170

B7

Unclipped
1964
1963
(gn. per 1000 sq.ft.)

64

-38.6
+15.4
-42.7

- 7.7
•25.9

-51.7

Percent
Increase

316
132
3B6

125

60

120

304
280
380

70
172

140

Clipped
1963
1964
(gm.per 1000 sq.ft)

-

Effect of Twig Removal on Subsequent Herbage Yield of Budsage

Protected
1

Site and
its Grazing
Treatment

Table 16.

- 1.6

...s.e
.112.1

Percent
Increase

65
Livestock Grazing
Effects

of Livestock

Grazing on Percent Cover of Budsage

At the Desert Experimental
in the major vegetation

Range budsage is present

subtypes.

The period of grazing is shorter

amount of herbage it produces is less
percentage
Stewart,

utilization
1953).

is highest

in moderate numbers
and the

than that of the other shrubs.

The

during the late winter (Hutchings and

During February and March budsage is one of the principal

shrubs eaten by sheep.

However as has been pointed out earlier,

in the 1963-

64 and 1965-66 grazing seasons budsage was grazed all winter long at the
Desert Experimental Range.
portion

of the sheep's

available

forage.

Budsage generally

diet because it usually

of the total

cover.

late

of the forage,

summer or fall.

erect and easily

is a minor constituent

especially

grows in the early spring.
in the early spring,

it does constitute

budsage is

At Site 3

an important

in years when it has broken dormancy in

The sheep graze the preceding

obtainable

of

However, it does comprise 75 and

10 and 3, respectively.

cover at Sites

which is grazed by sheep in mid winter,
portion

a large

In most of the communities in which it occurs,

less than 20 percent of the total
51 percent

does not constitute

season's

twigs and the green foliage
If this

species

it is preferentially

growth on the

as it expands and

is the only one to begin growth
grazed and may be grazed rather

heavily.
The percentage

cover composition data from four experimental

There are two kinds of composition shown here.

are reported

in Table 17.

The relative

amounts of shrub, forb,

relative

amounts of different

The relative

pastures

species

and grass in the total

cover and the

in the shrub component of the cover.

amount of shrubs in the total

cover was markedly higher in 1964

Percentage Cover Composition from forty 200-square-foot
and adjacent grazed acre in four experimental pastures.

plots

in each enclosure

51.3

48.7

48.7

o.6

37.B

22.3

77.5

0.1

Shrubs
Artemisia
Spinescens
Atriplex
confertifolia
Eurotia
lanata
Kochia
vestita
Chrysothamnus
stenophyllus
Ephedra
nevadensis
Polygala
subspinosa
Gutierrezia
sarothrae
73.0

26.5

52.3

9.9

37.e

-... --

74.l

25.7

36.3

9.9

53.8

43.2

56.6

76.0

7.0

16.9

-· --

56.8

41.4

44.1

3.0

52.9

0.5

0.1

79. 7

aa.o

52.9
0.2

20.2

44.0

11.0

45.0

8.4

46.6

6.7

46.7

36.2

35.5

4.8

59.7

2.0

0.2

0.5

0.3

1.s

0.2

o.s

10.2

~§

o.s

2.6

-- --- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----·
-- ..... --· -- -- -- -- -- - -- ---- · ·-----

5.5

8.6

f'orbs

43.2

53.5

Grasses

....

3.3

74.4

22.3

73.5

1.2

25.3

53.l

42.4

4.5

94.3

0.1

5.6

- -....

s.o

66.2

28.B

60.8

7.5

31.7

0.2

0.3

53.l

10.7

35. 7

92.7

1.4

5.9

53.9

42.3

3.8

88.6

o.5

10.9

55.7

o.a

o.e

77.7

4.7

17.6

- --- --- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -. ... -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- ---

0.1

40.B

59.l

74.4

7.5

18.l

Heavy Grazing
Light Grazing
Mid-winter
Mid-winter
Late-winter
Late-winter
!Site 15}
(Site 16}
{Site 17}
!Site 14l
Grazed
Grazed
Grazed
Grazed
Enclosure
Enclosure
Enclosure
Enclosure
1935 1964 1935 1964 1935 1964 1935 1964 1935 1964 l935 1964 1935 1964 19.35 1964

Table 17.

than in 1935 in the enclosures
acres at Sites
heavily

winter

has about 4 percent

grazed.
less

with a simultaneous

decrease

16 budsage increased
This represents

at Site 16.

there

in shadscale.

shrub cover than Site 16 which

In the enclosures
to about one-half

from 8.4 to 25.0 percent

an increase

from 8.8 to 44.0 percent

This same trend also occurred

At sites
in mid winter,

budsage increased

ily does not slip

than intensity
until

late

winter

are grazed in late

winter.

from 12.9 to 3.9 percent
has almost eliminated

budsage while shadscale

Because of its

high palatability,

budsage has been one of the first
However, regardless

plant

of grazing

plants

intensity

of budsage has not decreased

seldomly grazed at this

season.

cover
14 and 17.

respectively,

the season of grazing

greatly

is usually

not grazed until

at Sites

14 and 17 which

At Site 14 which is lightly
of the total

of Sites

cover

This is because budsage ordinar-

and therefore

On the other hand, budsage decreased

plant

grazing,

that

15 and

plant

of the total

indicating

of grazing.

of Sites

of the total

and heavily

slightly

of budsage

of the shrub cover.

in the enclosures

15 and 16, which are lightly

was more important

composition

Site 17 which is grazed

has been a marked increase

fron about one-fifth

at Site 15 and an increase

constant.

except on the grazed

grazed during mid winter.

In each of the enclosures,

then.

grazed acres

16 and 17, which are heavily

in late

is heavily

and adjacent

cover.

grazed,

budsage decreased

Heavy grazing

and winterfat
especially

at Site 17

remained almost

in the late

winter,

to be affected

by heavy grazing.

in mid winter,

the percent

cover

from 1935 to 1964 because it is
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Effect

of Grazing on the Ratio of Spines to Vegetative

Table 18 presents
counted on the plants
protection,

the total

and the computed ratios.

the number of twigs per plant

under heavy grazing
spines per plant
decreased

decreased

The spine/vegetative
studied.

The greatest

decrease

it greatly
treatment

decreased

The other decreases
tween 1964 and 1965.
as was 1964.

heavily,

The large

of the plants.
grazed,

ratio

decrease
related

When the plants
from latent
removed.

was Site 3.

This unit

Grazing was probably

one

but at the same time,

This is the only grazing

of grazing

on the flower production.
in climate

of 1965 was not as favorable
of the spine/vegetative

to the plant

of 1964-

because it was the only species

were due to the differences

they are younger and have better

Each year all

ratio

buds to elongate,

potential.

Even though the plants

decrease in spine/vegetative

It

from 1964 to 1965 at each

area.

shows the effects

The climate

was probably

enclosure

lateral

the flowering

in this

The number of

of 1963-64, but was grazed in the winter

stimulated

which clearly

decreased.

of this

growing at the time the sheep were in this
that

from 1964 to 1965 whereas

and under heavy grazing.

decreased

The budsage was grazed especially

of the factors

and

only at Site 3.

twig ratio

was not grazed in the winter
65.

increased

under protection

twigs and spines

Under moderate grazing

the number of twigs per plant

with moderate grazing

location

numbers of vegetative

Twigs

vigor,

to plant

twig ratio

growth

in the

as well as climate,

of Site 12 and the adjacent

be-

for most

units

are

vigor and consequently had the least

twig ratio~

the flower buds elongate

are grazed or clipped,

and few, if any, remain latent.

they produce mostly vegetative

buds on stems older than the current

year's

growth

growth, which has been

It was observed there are normally fewer flower stalks

per plant

on

Protected
Enclosure
Sita 12

C

of
38.3

25.4

Heavy all
Site 7

B

winter

31.9

Site 3

40.1

20.7

48.4

27.6
34.5

"--

of plants

Twigs per
plant
1964
1965

ratio

22.0
27.S

Moderate .. mid
winter

-

Spine/vegetative
and heavily.

North of Site 12
Site 12

A

Grazing

Tabla 18.

69

---

87.2

18.O

76.O

27.0
17.7

43.9

9.7

24.9

32.4
18.l

Spines per
plant
1964
1965

under protection

2.20

o. 71

2.38

1.23
O.63

1.09

o.47

o.s1

1.17
o.s2

Spines/
Vegetative twigs
1964
1965

and grazed moderately

52.O

34.O

79.O

s.o
18.O

Percent
Decrease
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plants

from areas

or plants

grazed by sheep than on plants

from protected

areas.

The reason for this

budsage similar ll y to the way the plants
and cattle

do not selectively
Effect

The effects
associated

are presented

on the density

in Figures

the number of budsage plants

same.

The increase

increased

in budsage is correlated

but shadscale

to 1964 and where it was present
changes of Indian
shrubs and it
established

ricegrass

decreased

with a decrease

decreased

winterfat

in ehadscale

increased.

at each site

At Site

Where winterfat

in low numbers, it increased.

cannot be correlated

was

from 1936
The density

with the changes of the

except at Site 17 where some became
from 1936 to 1964.

was not as great
and shadscale

12 which is grazed moderately
grazed in mid winter,

and shadscale

the

in mid winter at Site 15 allowed budsage to increase

what, but the increase
and winterfat

of the protected

in the ungrazed enclosures

during the 28 year period

Light grazing

In~l

or remained essentially

remained stable.

numbers, it decreased

on budsage and three

16 and 17.

except at Site 14, where budsage decreased

in large

but not so severely,

Density of Budsage

by seasons

areas,

present

sheep prune

graze it.

of grazing

13 budsage increased,

grazed by cattle

is that

were clipped,

of Grazing on Plant

species

from areas

budsage,

as that

in the enclosure.

and Indian

in mid winter.
shadscale,

ricegrass

some-

Budsage

increased

at Site

At Site 16 which is heavily

and Indian

ricegrass

decreased

and

increased.

Grazing in late
was a corresponding

winter
increase

decreased

both budsage and winterfat

in shadscale.

The decrease

and there

of budsage under both
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heavy and moderate grazing was approximately
However, Site 17, the heavier

the same and was only 5 percent.

grazed pasture,

had only a small amount of

budsage to begin with and heavy grazing at this
it.

On the other hand, light

Because this

site

detrimentally.

has almost eliminated

site

grazing at Site 14 has decreased budsage severely.

has only two shrub species,

budsage is preferentially

grazed

This is not the case at Sites 13 and 17 even though they are

grazed moderately and heavily,

because winterfat

is present

some of the grazing pressure

budsage would otherwise

scale is the least

species,

palatable

it increases

and it receives

receive.

Because shad.

under light,

moderate and

heavy grazing in late winter.
rigures
treatments

16 and 17 also show that

shown have deteriorated.

the grazed acres under any of the six

In no case is variety

28 years ago as shown by the density

values.

points out that none of the six treatments

as good as it was

The evidence from these data
considered

has resulted

in improved

forage cover.
The percentage
is reported

in Table 19.

but the increase
plants

change of the number of budsage plants
Budsage increased

under protection

at the rest of the sites

about the same or increased

is 2.4 times greater.
decreased

with protection.

open range as well as in the experimental
Desert Experimental Range, the percent
and 19 percent
has a density
1.1 plants

for the protected
of 2.4 plants

under light

greatly

from 1936 to 1964

grazing in mid winter,
The number of budsage

when grazed and remained

The same thing has happened on
pastures.

At Site 11 north of the

cover of the total

and grazed areas,

vegetation

respectively.

per square meter in the enclosure

is 25

Budsage now
and a density

per square meter under grazing.

Site 2 is a budsage-winterfat-shadscale

community similar

to Site 6.

of

Table 19.

Grazing
Intensity
Season

and

Percent Change of Budsage Numbers* from 1936 to 1964
on Protected and Grazed Plots.

Site

Protection

Percent
Change

1936
1964
Number of Plants

Light
IYlidWinter
Late Winter

15
14

301
1133

746
1007

IYloderate
Mid Winter
Late Winter

12
13

254
775

Heavy
Mid Winter
Late Winter

16
17

495
274

Grazing

Percent
19~_1964
_£hange
Number of Plants

a.134

335
831

520
187

.ss

953
807

•275
• 4

577
698

277
161

-52

1286
892

•160

663
396

677
48

- 11

* Plant counts were made on 80 - 200 square foot plots on each
treatment

at each site.
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-77

-77

.o.s

-88

75

Protection

at Sites

6 and 2 indicate

that these sites

be dominated by a budsage-winterfat-shadscale
community now found in the grazed areas.
is 9.B, 13.1 and 2.7 plants
scale,

respectively.

decrease and shadscale

to greatly

increase

that this
until

species

other plants

is especially
these areas,

is preferentially
such as forbs,

per

Grazing has caused budsage to

of the grazing intensity

causes

and in amount of cover present.
to budsage.

grazed and rather
grasses,

Field observations

indicate

heavily in the late winter

and winterfat

begin to grow.

This

the sheep must not be allowed to remain there too long.
become hedged and grow close to the ground.

may never produce flowers at all.

these areas.

of 14.4 plants

true of areas where budsage is common. In order to maintain

Heavily grazed plants
plants

detrimental

and shad.

at these sites.

Grazing in the late winter regardless
budsage to decrease in numbers of plants

to

of the shrubs at Site 2

has a density

of 6.1.

sites

of a shadscale-budsage

par square meter for budsage, winterfat

has a density

Heavy grazing is especially

instead
The density

At Site 6 shadscale

square meter an,udsage

are potential

The plants

1963 most of the plants

Consequently seedlings

are rare in

at Site 5 and Site 6 are small hedged plants.
produced a few flower stalks

These

In

because these areas were

not grazed the previous winter and because growing conditions
However, in 1964 hardly any plant produced a flower stalk

were excellent.

because nearly everY

twig of the 1963 season had been grazed off short enough to remove the current
reproductive
tigure

buds.
18 illustrates

a comparison between Site 3 which is moderately

grazed in mid winter every other year and the adjacent
range.

heavily

grazed open

The stand within the fence is 51 percent budsage and 49 percent winter-

fat by cover.

The stand on the open range is almost 100 percent winterfat.

A. Moderately grazed area (Site 3; the dark
plants are budsage and the light ones are winterfat).

8.

Heavily grazed area (Adjacent to Site 3).

figure 18. Comparison of a moderately and a
heavily grazed area which are adjacent to each other.
Vegetation in the moderately grazed area is a budsage.
winterfat stand and that of the heavily grazed area is
almost a pure stand of winterfat.
76

11

The heavy grazing essentially

eliminated

the budsage.

When sheep graze budsage, they generally
a mature plant,

but select

the more erect

graze nearly every twig of young plants

do not graze every twig from

stems.

On the other hand, they

because the number is fewer and because

most of the stems are erect.
The combination of the effects

of grazing and climate tend to produce

stands of budsage which are even aged or which have only 2 or 3 age classes.
The stands are also generally
Only in protected
plants

and state

of vigor.

areas or in areas having mixed shrubs and grasses

of all ages, size classes,
Protected

ately

of the same size class

plants

states

of vigor.

are not as bushy as those that are lightly

grazed for even light

allowing more lateral

and different

grazing was found to break apical

buds to elongate.

Consequently,

are there

lightly

tend to be more rounded and more branched from the larger

or moder-

dominance
grazed plants

branches.

DISCUSSION
The various
can be classed
shadscale

communities at the seven sites

into

three broad vegetation
winterfat.

types including

The budsage-winterfat
even annual species.

Site 10 is grazed by cattle
moderately

types,

viz.

and shadscale

communities contain

The grazing

studied

history

wherein budsage grows
budsage-winterfat

types without winterfat.

very few other perennial

of these

sites

or

has favored budsage.

which seldomly graze budsage and Site

by sheep in mid winter

types,

3 is grazed

every other year when budsage is seldomly

grazed.
The shadscale
contain

types with winterfat

a substantial
and winterfat

species.

Budsage, little

rabbitbrush,

species

is dominated by shadscale

and galleta

and each one has about equal dominance.
by sheep in early

or late

winter

grass are
Site 6

in alternate

and sand dropseed as opposed to winterfat

types without

winterfat

The most ,abundant annual species

The grazing
ted winterfat.
plants

Indian ricegrass

years

and Indian

at Site 1.

The shadscale
species.

area in which

have equal dominance and they are the most abundant

which is grazed moderately

ricegrass

Site 1 is a protected

amount of grasses.

shadscale

the next important

are mixed shrub communities which

treatments

which these areas

contain

very few other perennial

are Russian thistle
have received

At Site 7 which is grazed all winter

are severely

hedged and are low growing plants.

78

and halogeton.

have essentially

elimina-

long by sheep budsage
At Site 9 which is

79

grazed all winter long by cattle
plants.

The grazing treatments

budsage, but have maintained

budsage plants

have produced different

surface

some shadscale.

This site

is located

near

to influence

the cover by making this
competes with shadscale

habitat

suitable

keeping it at a low

within the community.
The soils

of the budsage-winterfat

types have markedly less gravel

between 20 to 30 inches deep than the other communities studied.
zon also is the layer of lime accumulation.
of these soils

is less

The soils

than 10 percent

of the shadscale

gravel in the upper horizons
gravel has larger

more saline
and their
horizons.
influence

than the soils

holding capacity

the distribution

in valley bottoms,
in the first

when deposition

holding capacity

winterfat

have less

communities and the

are closer

to the mountains

occurred.

These soils

of the budsage-winterfat

is greater

This hori-

2 feet.

than the budsage-winterfat

Apparently salinity

The shadscale

in the first

communities containing

out first

and shallower
moisture

The moisture

stones because these locations

where they were sorted

lation

in

It is obvious that there is a water table near enough

to greasewood which effectively
level

growth habits

the only one studied which is dominated by

greasewood and budsage including

to the soil

much branced

communities which are somewhat similar.

The community at Site Bis

meadows and springs.

are large,

than 10 percent

or lime content -and moisture

are

communities
in the upper

holding capacity

of shadscale in the above mentioned communities.

types including
have deep soils

budsage, but not winterfat,
with little

are located

gravel and have no salt

accumu-

2 feet.

In the communities studied budsage grows on soils

which have a pH that

80

ranged from 7.8 to 9.7.

It shows a wider tolerance

to soil

texture

than

Vest (1962) has reported.
Budsage has a prominent
it becomes a highly branched,
distributed

in the surface

texture

of the soil

moisture

penetrates

layers

of the soil.

the amount of gravel

of soil.

adaptive

investigated

that

8 and 9, budsage is deeply rooted.

of budsage associated

the

determine

has little

of its

gravel

At the other
roots

This .kind of a root system is probably

characteristics

well

and the depths to which

Where the soil

and distribution.

matures

The depth of the soil,

it is shallow rooted having the majority

top 24 inches
cipal

and as the plant

seem to be the primary factors

and is deep such as at Sites
studied

as a seedling

shallow root system which is usually

which includes

the depth of penetration

sites

taproot

in the

one of the prin-

with evading summer

drought.
Adequate late

summer moisture

will permit budsage to break dormancy.

In August of 1963 and 1965 budsage broke dormancy at each study site
to storms that
leaves

enough moisture

were formed but the greatest

systems.
leaves

yielded

10 to 12 inches

and twigs were photosynthetic.

Clipping
reproductive

of the previous

potential

plants

transferred

of active

year's

in the spring.

growth in 1963 greatly

vegetative
all

growth takes place

reduced the

growth in 1964.

of the flower buds.

from reproductive

The clipping

Consequently

growth to vegetative

growth only.
The decrease

in reproductive

New

were sub-optimum only small

supply of moisture

but stimulated

was severe and it removed essentially
the clipped

Its period

is a more dependable
all

deep.

amount of growth produced was in the root

During the months when growth conditions

only when there

all

to penetrate

in response

potential

seems to be one of the reasons

Bl
why more vegetative

growth was produced in 1964.

It should be pointed

however, it is not known how long budsage could withstand
before

not so severely,

clipping

from protected

by sheep also decreases

Mid winter

mancy in late
extent

grazing
winter

ror this

spring.

Experimental

grazing.

spring,

reason,

year's

Grazing

growth has been removed.

is not as detrimental

to

Only in those years when budsage breaks dor-

mid winter

influenced
winter

the only species

it is preferentially

grazing

essentially
3.

grazed by

because more vegetative

Normally budsage is not grazed until

of budsage or greatly

Because it is usually

to Site

of intensity

on plants

grazed by cattle.

twig ratio

when the previous

regardless

On the other hand, late

Even light

or areas

grazing

Range has not changed the relative

composition
plants.

per plant

summer as in 1963 and 1965 will budsage be grazed to any great

in mid winter.

early

areas

the spine/vegetative

buds than flower buds elongate

budsage as late

to the way it was clip ped, but

there are fewer flower stalks

sheep than on plants

will

such a severe

dying.
Because sheep graze budsage similarily

early

out,

in this
eliminate

winter

or

for 30 years at the Desert

density
the survival

grazing

late

or percentage
of individual

is detrimental

other plants

season is detrimental

to budsage.

budsage as has been illustrated

budsage

to budsage.

to begin growing in late

grazed until

cover

winter

and

begin to grow.
Heavy grazing
at the area adjacent

SUMMARY
The ecological

life

Eaton) was investigated

history

during 1963 and 1964.

at the Desert Experimental
studies

three

winterfat,

communities studied

kinds,

shadscale

winterfat

The moisture
types is less
percent

holding

The soils
gravel

which support

with little

of the soils

which support

gravel.
from the budsage-winterfat

in the upper horizons
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